
A REVIEW OF THE MOVIE OF MICE AND MEN

In John Steinbeck's novel â€œOf Mice and Men,â€• made into an enduringly popular movie, the lines about the rabbits
have became emblems for the whole relationship between George and Lennie -- the quiet-spoken farm laborer and the
sweet, retarded cousin he has taken under his arm.

I feel Steinbeck really didn't want readers to know if they should feel bad for Curley's wife or hate her guts,
but in the movie there really wasn't anything to hate her for. Because they are different in one way or another.
A fulfilling and quietly powerful adaptation of a loaded novel, Of Mice and Men stands up well against the
test of time and makes one wish Sinise had in the years proceeding this film's release gone onto more
memorable ventures behind the camera as well as in front of it and while the tricky subject matters may not be
classed as entertainment in the typical sense, Of Mice and Men is a quality title deserving of its fine reputation
by those that have discovered it as the years progress. Through these two fine actors we have access to two
men we come to care for and relate to, Sinise has arguably never been better even though his role requires
little flash while Malkovich's considered and measured turn as Lennie is quite the feat, which makes the fact
his turn was largely ignored upon release quite mystifying. The two men are a mismatched couple, making do
with what fate has dealt them. This film is the dramatic story of their efforts to fulfill their dream.
Advertisement What is this story really about? George warns him to stay clear -- she's trouble. In my mind for
a theme to be pervasive is must be present during every element of the story. Equally stunning is the brilliant
script by Horton Foote, who never overlooked vital points and stuck to the original text. With powerful
achievement of simplicity Sinise wanted to give a true, pure, riveting, powerful, rich yet tragic and oppressive
tale of two loyal friends who traveled alone to fulfill their dreamâ€¦ Author: Josh Garten. Sherilyn Fenn Slim.
She doesn't set out to cause trouble, but she's bored on the ranch. Popular Blog Posts. Casey Siemaszko
Curley's Wife. Joe Morton The Boss. But in my opinion there is only one theme that is present from beginning
to end, this theme is pursuit of dreams Language Frequent mild profanity: "goddammit," "bastard," "hell,"
"son of a bitch. John Malkovich's Lennie is perfect method acting, a marvellous assemblage of gentle giant
mannerisms and pathetic childishness, but it remains obviously the work of a highly intelligent man simulating
feeble-mindedness and, as such, is less than heart-breaking. I actually cared for George and Lennie. It was on
bestseller lists for a year making Steinbeck a celebrity. I have a lot of praise for this outstanding masterpiece.
Played by Sherilyn Fenn , she enjoys her little starring role on the farm -- likes to know the eyes of the men
follow her as she walks across the yard, just as in Paris a woman walks a little differently past a cafe. The
supporting roles are all well cast, the script is good and the physical production first rate. One was made in and
another in  Her husband is the ranch owner's cocky, mean-tempered son. She's no longer the heavily madeup
plot function she is in the book. It is set in the great depression, where men travel around trying to get any
work they can. This theme occurs during many circumstances but is not present from start to finish. An old
dog is taken out to be shot; the death is not seen, but the gunshot is heard. The first change in the film in
comparison to the novel is the opening scene. The parents' guide to what's in this movie. The novel soon had
two films encompassing it. There are many themes that are present most of the way through such as sacrifice,
friendship and comradship. What do you Suppose is Eatin them two guys? Get full reviews, ratings, and
advice delivered weekly to your inbox. And because they don't try to do anything fancy -- don't try to make it
anything other than exactly what it is -- they have a quiet triumph. That the performance works as well as it
does is largely because the rest of the film is equally theoretical. We can see them almost succeeding to be free
men, but fate strikes and neither of them has anything to worry about anymoreâ€¦ and maybe that is what is
best.


